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Featured companies
HashCash
Consultants

Aetsoft

$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr

$25,000+

$5,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

$50 - $99 / hr

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

Unicsoft

VISIT WEBSITE

Want to get
featured?
GET FEATURED

HashCash Consultants
$10,000+

Believe, it can be done

$50 - $99 / hr

HashCash is a global software company. Banks, exchanges, merchants and
other Enterprises use HashCash Products for remittance, corporate
payment, currency exchange, payment processing and more. HashCash
runs US-based digital asset exchange, PayBito & digital asset payment
processor, BillBitcoins.

100 - 249
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States, Palo
Alto

Service Line

2015
Within 1 week

47% Blockchain

Unicsoft
$5,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
100 - 249
Startups
United Kingdom,
London
2005

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Unicsoft is a recognized expert in artificial intelligence empowering
business to innovate. With a team of 100+ developers, we've delivered more
than 200 projects. Unicsoft delivers day-to-day services with transparency,
clarity, and most importantly — care for customers. Unicsoft also offers fullcycle custom software development and team extension services. Portfolio
of Unicsoft includes AI for cryptocurrency prediction, fraud detection for

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
80% Blockchain

PROFILE
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Interexy

VISIT WEBSITE

$50,000+

A Web3 Blockchain Consulting & Augmentation Agency

$50 - $99 / hr

Interexy is headquartered in Miami and with a developer center in Europe.
Among our clients are such prominent companies as SAP, Pampers &
Square, Sandbox, Lil Durk, General Electric, Square Inc., Cut&Shave
Barbers, Xylo and others. Our clients value high adaptability,
responsiveness, and proactivity that we offer at each and every step.

100 - 249
SMBs

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States,
Lauderdale-by-theSea

Service Line

2017

40% Blockchain

PROFILE

Within 1 week

The NineHertz
$5,000+
$20 - $29 / hr
250 - 999
SMBs
India, Jaipur
2008

The NineHertz is a leading software development company in the United
States offering digital software solutions for Fortune 500 clients in USA, UK,
Australia, Dubai, India and worldwide. With 11+ years of expertise, they
offer a wide array of IT services such as Custom software development,
Web development, Mobile app development, Cross-platform app
development, eCommerce development, Cloud solutions, IT consulting,

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
20% Blockchain

PROFILE

Within 1 week

4ire Labs
$5,000+
$30 - $49 / hr
10 - 49
SMBs
Sweden,
Stockholm
2010
Within 2-3 weeks

VISIT WEBSITE

4ire Labs research and work on fintech innovative products in Sweden,
Denmark, and the USA. 4ire Labs has been working since 2011, that allows
them to feel confident in traditional financial and stays the most
progressive blockchain dev company in fintech. They work under the
holacracy self-organization framework, use lean and agile approaches for
their work.

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
68% Blockchain

PROFILE
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Ionixx Technologies
$10,000+

Design Centric Software Development Firm

$30 - $49 / hr

Ionixx Technologies is a modern-day blockchain development company that
caters to both startups and enterprises. Having started its operations in
2003 as a software services and product development company, the
company branched out into cutting-edge technologies including blockchain
development. As one of the early adopters of blockchain technolog, Ionixx
has built several use cases for a diverse clientele comprising big technology

100 - 249
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2013
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

$25,000+

Blockchain | NFT | Web3 | Crypto | Wallet

$50 - $99 / hr

EvaCodes is a full-stack blockchain development agency focused on
providing blockchain development services and building web3 products.

SMBs
United States,
Middletown
2020
Within 1 week

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE

8% Blockchain

EvaCodes

50 - 99

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
100% Blockchain

PROFILE
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Zfort Group
$25,000+

Friendly Technologies

$50 - $99 / hr

Zfort Group is a Full Service IT provider building custom software projects
and dedicated teams for hundreds of customers around the world.
Founded in 2000, Zfort Group has more than 1500 projects dome and 4
international data centers operating.

250 - 999
Enterprise

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Ukraine, Kharkiv
2000

Service Line

Within 1 month

10% Blockchain

Innowise Group
$5,000+

✅ IT Outsourcing & Staff Augmentation since 2007

$50 - $99 / hr

Innowise Group is an international full-cycle software development
company with key delivery centres in Eastern Europe and offices worldwide.
Our team has over 800 top-notch IT professionals, leveraging their software
engineering expertise to make the businesses of our customers more
innovative and successful.

1000+
SMBs

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Poland, Warszawa
2007

Service Line

Within 1 week

6% Blockchain

SOTATEK

VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

Leading SDaaS & Blockchain Development

$20 - $29 / hr

Vietnam, Hanoi

SotaTek is a part of Sota Holdings, a global Software Development as a
Service (SDaaS) & IT Consulting group.
We specialize in sustainable Blockchain Technology, Software Development
(Web/App/Game), AI & Machine Learning, ERP with cost-effective solutions
to achieve sustainable growth for enterprises of all sizes.
Our offices are based internationally in Vietnam, Australia, Japan and the

2015

Service Line

250 - 999
Enterprise

Within 1 week

PROFILE

23% Blockchain

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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Applicature Inc
$25,000+

Building a better future with DeFi solutions

$150 - $199 / hr

Applicature is an A-Z agency for DeFi/Blockchain development and
marketing services.
Applicature will assist you with a top-notch services in DeFi and blockchain
space. You will get a full-cycle experience: from development of any kind of
DApp or smart contract to marketing and communication strategy to target
right profile investors and customers.

50 - 99
Startups
United States, San
Francisco
2010
Within 1 week

Service Line

Custom Software Development Company

$30 - $49 / hr

SoluLab is a leading custom software development and IT talent solutions
company. They’ve built custom software solutions for high-growth startups,
Fortune 500 companies, and enterprises including Walt Disney, Goldman
Sachs, Mercedez Benz, University of Cambridge, Georgia Tech, and more.
SoluLab has helped hundreds of businesses turn their ideas into reality by
building world-class digital products. Their team of experts puts in best

United States, Los
Angeles
2014
Within 1 week

Service Line

Your expectations, lifted

$100 - $149 / hr

Estonia, Tallinn

Serokell is a software engineering company that was founded in 2015. It
consists of 50+ full-stack developers that deliver turnkey software for
Fintech, IoT, Edtech, and Ecommerce.
Serokell focuses on the development of large-scale and complex IT projects.
Their core expertise lies in blockchain, decentralized systems, and
computer science. The team has collaborated with IOHK (Cardano) and the

2015

Service Line

Within 1 month

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Enterprise

PROFILE

20% Blockchain

Serokell

100 - 249

4.9

VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

Enterprise

Techreviewer Rating

8% Blockchain

SoluLab

100 - 249

VISIT WEBSITE

17% Blockchain

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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Modex
$25,000+
>$200 / hr
50 - 99
SMBs
United States,
Sunnyvalle

VISIT WEBSITE

Modex, the blockchain database company, innovates thanks to its
incredible team of experts and offers services for the entire blockchain
technology ecosystem. Since day one, Modex’s mission has been to
facilitate the adoption of blockchain into society and to solve real-world
problems using this revolutionary technology. With innovation as one of the
company’s main pillars, Modex has brought to the market a suite of

4.9

Service Line
10% Blockchain

2015

Techreviewer Rating

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

MoogleLabs
<$5,000

Decoding Innovation

$20 - $29 / hr

MoogleLabs is the leading technology and product development company
with an ample amount of experience in providing automation solutions
using cutting-edge technologies.

250 - 999
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line

Canada,
Mississauga

20% Blockchain

PROFILE

2020
Within 1 week

IdeaSoft

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$10,000+

Precision in every detail

$30 - $49 / hr

IdeaSoft is a custom software development company established in 2016,
with a development center in Kharkiv, Ukraine, and representatives in more
than 12 countries — USA, Canada, Israel, Germany, and others.

4.9

Service Line

PROFILE

100 - 249
SMBs
Ukraine, Kharkiv
2016
Within 1 week

10% Blockchain
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Seasia Infotech
$25,000+
$20 - $29 / hr
250 - 999
Enterprise
United States,
Emeryville

Seasia, a CMMI Level 5 Certified company is one of the leading
organizations that provide new heights to the business process
environments. We have a track record of success who takes a hands-on
approach to build business opportunities. Grow the business footprint and
generate bottom-line revenue for the company. We implement the best
business development initiatives, which will push you to target more

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
9% Blockchain

2000

VISIT WEBSITE

PROFILE

Within 1 week

H-X Technologies
<$5,000

Cosmic reliability in IT

<$20 / hr

We assess, develop, implement, certify and maintain secure systems. We
teach security. Add our deep IT and cybersecurity expertise to your
projects.

10 - 49
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line

Ukraine, Kyiv
1990

25% Blockchain

PROFILE

Other

Tumba Solutions
$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
10 - 49
SMBs
Bulgaria, Sofia
2014
Within 2-3 weeks

Tumba Solutions is a trusted software development partner for ingenious
startups, SMEs and enterprise businesses worldwide. We have more than
20 years tech experience in different industry domains. Most prominent
engagements are in news publishing, sports and wellness, autonomous
driving and blockchain. Company involvements vary from designing and
developing mobile applications and MVPs to building distributed systems

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
8% Blockchain

PROFILE
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LeewayHertz
$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
100 - 249

Headquartered at San Francisco and founded in 2007, LeewayHertz is one
of the first few companies to build and launch a commercial app on Apple's
App Store. The team of certified designers and developers has designed
and developed more than 100 digital platforms on Mobile, Cloud, AI, IoT
and Blockchain.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Enterprise
United States, San
Francisco

Service Line
10% Blockchain

2007

PROFILE

Within 1 month

Appinventiv
$10,000+
$30 - $49 / hr

Appinventiv is a world-renowned mobile app development agency with 5+
years of experience

1000+

Service Line

Enterprise

15% Blockchain

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

United States,
Manhattan

PROFILE

2015
Within 1 week

PixelPlex

VISIT WEBSITE

$25,000+

Disrupting the present. Empowering the future.

$50 - $99 / hr

PixelPlex is a custom software development and consulting company
specializing in blockchain technology. The firm began working with
blockchain in 2013 and has been a sincere supporter of it ever since.
The company helps enterprises streamline workflows and increase
productivity with customized blockchain apps. Industries for which the
company has already built solutions include healthcare, supply chain

100 - 249
Enterprise
United States, New
York
2007
Within 1 week

Service Line
30% Blockchain

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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Toro Cloud
$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
10 - 49
Enterprise
Hong Kong, Hong

TORO Cloud enables enterprise digital transformation with API centric
solutions to application development, integration, and workflow
automation.
Service Line

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

9% Blockchain

Kong

PROFILE

2014
Within 1 week

Itransition
$25,000+
$30 - $49 / hr
1000+
Enterprise
United States,
Denver

Itransition is a leading IT consulting and software development company
with 20+ years of experience and 3,000+ full-time specialists in offices
across US and Europe. We provide IT consulting, full-cycle development,
UX/UI design, testing and maintenance services and are recognized by
Deloitte, Forrester, Everest Group, Clutch and Zinnov Zones for our
expertise in common and advanced technologies.

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
5% Blockchain

1998

VISIT WEBSITE

PROFILE

Within 1 week

Look4App
$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
50 - 99
SMBs
Poland, Wroclaw
2013
Within 2-3 weeks

Look4App is a Blockchain & Web Development Software House. They have
an experienced development team focused on delivering innovative Fintech
solutions.
Look4App team members share their knowledge through Web & Blockchain
Development Blog, as well as eBooks and consulting all around the globe.
Most of their clients come from the United Arab Emirates, US, Germany,

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
16% Blockchain

PROFILE
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Now we are living in the midst of a new revolution, and in the center is Blockchain technology. We believe that the technology has a great
future. Nowadays many analysts compare the importance of its appearance with the invention of Internet. It will be able to fully unleash its
potential in about the third decade of the 21st century and blockchain development companies become more popular. We have collected
information about the most trusted and reliable blockchain companies who you can entrust product development based on Blockchain
technology.

What is blockchain development?
It is commonplace to hear people say that Blockchain is a decentralized entity. This means that the control of Blockchain is not in a single
network. Its decision-making capacity lies in a distributed network, thereby making it almost impossible to penetrate its technology because you
would have to go through multiple bricks of programs due to the lack of a central host or centralized system. However, blockchain development
companies initiate, optimize, develop blockchain protocols, and design decentralized systems architecture, write smart contracts and apps.
There are two kinds of blockchain development companies: the core blockchain developers and the blockchain software developers. The core
blockchain developers are majorly concerned with developing the blockchain architecture system. They are also responsible for designing
consensus protocols and many other high-class development and decisions concerning blockchain technology.
On the other hand, blockchain software developers take the architectural structure and protocols developed by the core blockchain developers
to make decentralized apps and contracts that can run on its technology. The world is moving toward blockchain development because it offers
a far more secure, faster and transparent system than the centralized systems currently used by financial institutions. Another key
characteristic of this technology is that it ensures total privacy by ensuring no third-party alignments in transactions. Blockchain development
companies ensure this top security by grouping transactions in blocks built on one another.

Who are the best blockchain developers?
Before discussing the best blockchain development companies, talking about a blockchain developer is appropriate. Blockchain as new
technology has facilitated seamless transactions worldwide and saved numerous companies millions of dollars than using the regular
exchange. Please use our list of top blockchain development companies where you can filter and compare companies.
The traditional meaning of a blockchain developer is someone that develops blockchain, but the context is deeper.
Individuals responsible for the structure(architecture) of the whole blockchain system are the core blockchain developers. They determine how
the system will appear to facilitate better transactions. Core blockchain developers make important decisions relating to the system consensus
protocol and design. In summary, they determine the security convention of the technology.
Blockchain software developers, on the other end, are responsible for creating decentralized applications. Unlike regular software developers,
they use tools like Truffle, Solidity, etc., to create smart contracts on a protocol. In addition, React, and Java enhances web and mobile
compatibility.

What does a blockchain developer do?
In the last segments, a decent establishment was laid on blockchain development and what a developer relies on. Be that as it may, a more
profound gander at the set of working responsibilities will be taken in this segment.
A blockchain engineer are responsible for looking for better approaches to utilize blockchain innovation to foster development in each area of
society, including states, organizations, etc. Notwithstanding, a blockchain developer has responsibility of making codes, testing them, and
executing them in applications in collaboration with blockchain innovation. As prior stated, there are two kinds of engineers specifically; Core
blockchain designers and Blockchain programming engineers. Here is a portion of the particular obligations of each kind of developer.
Core blockchain developers:
Advancement of blockchain codes and conventions
Plan of safety examples and agreement conventions
Plan and oversight of the organization design
Blockchain Software Developer
Improvement and composing of tokens and savvy contracts
Working on intuitive front-end applications and plans for Dapps
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Building and improvement of back end blockchain
Oversight of stack on Dapps.

What is the cost of blockchain development services?
Similarly, the cost of experts in the non-blockchain world changes because of a few factors, such as differences in policies, the advancement of
IT services, and different elements reliant upon the circumstance. It is not difficult to address this inquiry straight away because of the generally
new nature of blockchain innovation and the lack of blockchain engineers who are extremely good and can follow through on schedule.
The cost of employing a blockchain developer may vary between $30-$150 per. Simply put, the more difficult the job, the higher the cost. The
cost of hiring a blockchain engineer also differs from country to country. For example, a blockchain developer in Belarus charges a moderate
$40 per hour, unlike some other countries - $70 to $150 per hour.
Here are some that you can expect to pay for a blockchain project:
$10,000 – $30,000 for a project of low complexity
$30,000 – $100,000 for a project of medium complexity
$100,000+ for a project of high complexity

Which programming language is used for Blockchain software development?
Blockchain development is essentially a form of traditional programming. This means that in order to dominate the development and
programming of blockchains, you need to hone your understanding of common programming dialects such as C ++, Python, sustainability,
JavaScript, etc. Information about these programming dialects is fundamental to building quality blockchains. Here is a summary of the
programming dialects used in blockchain development.
C++: This programming language is exceptionally simple to utilize and is vital in blockchain advancement because of its elements like simple
control, runtime polymorphism, semantics, and so on. These highlights make C++ a decent programming language for Blockchain.
Python: Arguably one of the world's generally famous and utilized programming dialects, Python close by JavaScript are the most favored
dialects of most Blockchain engineers. What makes Python such a solid instrument for designers is its open-support highlight.
Strength: Here is seemingly the quickest developing programming language on the planet. Its significance to Blockchain improvement can't be
overemphasized. It is principally utilized for composing smart contracts. These agreements worked by strength developers are then needed to
be tried on the Ethereum virtual machine (EVM). Strength is another dialect and is generally utilized by Ethereum engineers
JavaScript: JS is one more gigantically powerful language in the Blockchain. Its prominence and generally straightforward nature have caused
many designers to embrace it as their go-to language in building blockchains. Another significant explanation is that blockchain designers can
assemble exceptionally keen and proficient blockchain applications with JavaScript because it is introduced in many frameworks. So they need
not stress over different difficulties like joining the applications.
Java: One of the most seasoned programming dialects worldwide, Java's capacity to construct simultaneous, class-based, and object-centered
codes makes it a valuable language in the blockchain local area.
C#: Originally intended for Microsoft utilization, C# has demonstrated over the long haul to be exceptionally helpful to Blockchain designers,
and this is so because it is object-situated and can work across various limits.

David Malan
Techreviewer author

